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ABSTRACT 
It is aimed at analyzing students’ creative thinking in solving arithmetical problems in State Junior 
High School 11 Malang, Indonesia. It is a qualitative approach with the type of case study where 
the number of the subjects were 6 students consisting of two students with high ability, two with 
moderate ability and two with low ability in mathematics. The results showed that the subjects 
under the category of high ability in mathematics did not show problems dealing with fluency, 
flexibility, and originality aspects, except in elaboration aspect. Students with moderate ability in 
mathematics still had difficulty in understanding mathematical problems, it may be seen from 
their steps in their less structured, detailed, and systematic solutions especially for the first 
problem. When they solved the problems given, their computation process was less careful, and 
trial and error strategies were mostly adopted in solving them. Students with low ability had 
difficulty in understanding the problems. Their ideas appearing in their mind were still trial and 
error in nature, not well structured, less systematic and detailed so that in solving and arranging 
the solution steps, they still encountered a lot of obstacles. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Anwar, Aness, and Khizar (2012) and Saragih & Napitupulu (2015) stated that statistically, there is a 

significant relationship between creative thinking and students’ learning achievement and its implication to 
the education as a whole. Therefore, it is natural to say that one of the important roles in mathematics 
achievement is a high-thinking level ability since it is an ability to relate, manipulate and transform 
knowledge and experiences that have been possessed to think critically and creatively in the effort to make 
decisions in solving problems in the daily life (Sari & Yunarti, 2015; Soeyono, 2014; Supardi, 2015). 
Consequently, mathematics learning at school should be emphasized on developing students’ creative thinking 
ability which is one of the characteristics in the high-thinking level. Creative thinking ability is also called 
creativity, that may assure the growth of mathematics as a whole (Nugraha & Mahmudi, 2015; Nuryanti, 
2016; Pehkonen, 1997; Sriraman & Lee, 2011; Sunaryo, 2014). 

Talking about learning activities at school, teachers play an important role in encouraging, growing and 
training students. Therefore, they should also be able to plan a learning environment supporting students’ 
creativity (Newman, 1993; Shriki, 2010; Thomas & Thorne 2009). 

Creative learning becomes the need and objective in the education quality betterment and in students’ 
more creative thinking ability development considered important in the education revolution (Hwang & Chen, 
2007; Tan & Halili, 2015). Creative thinking is one of the characteristics of the high-thinking level which is a 
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logical and divergent thinking method intended to build new ideas triggered by non-routine and challenging 
problems.  

Creative and critical thinking in general is considered as a thinking process involving independent skills 
and dispositions and it has gradually been included into thinking skills. Antilogic ability, an ability to critically 
evaluate whether certain information may support different claims is the basic pattern for critical and creative 
thinking (Glassner & Schwarz, 2007). 

Sharma (2014) discusses about the effects of strategies in and anxieties with mathematics, and their 
interaction on students’ mathematical creativity. Sharma Sansanwal Mathematic Creativity Test developed 
by Sharma & Sansanwal (2012) was used as the measure of the mathematical creativity in this research, and 
Mathematics Anxiety Score developed by Sharma and Sansanwal (201) was employed as the measure of 
mathematical anxiety. The results of this research showed that strategies to develop mathematical creativity 
are more appropriate for students with low mathematical anxiety than those with high one after the strategies 
were matched with the mathematical pre-creativity response. 

Another research made by Goodson, King, and Rohani (2015) developed students’ higher thinking ability 
involving creative thinking that enables them to encounter any challenges in daily life. This research showed 
that the thinking ability in male students was lower than that in female ones in grade seven. On the basis of 
the research result on this students’ thinking ability, it is proved that students need to improve their high-
level thinking ability, especially synthesis and evaluation skills needed to increase their creativity in science. 

Perspective of mathematical creative thinking refers to a combination of logical and divergent thinking’s 
on the basis of situation, but it has a conscious purpose. There are five creative thinking levels in students 
grade 8, from level 0 to level 4, each has different characteristics. This difference is based on fluency, flexibility, 
and novelty in mathematical problem solving and posing (Siswono, 2004). 

Creative thinking ability should be trained and developed by the teachers in their learning activities in the 
classrooms. Teachers should try and use proper learning models that may grow students’ creative thinking. 
The data analysis showed that students’ creative thinking, especially in solving mathematical problems, 
understanding and communication, may be significantly improved (Saragih & Napitupulu, 2015; Tan & Halili, 
2015). 

Creative thinking has some stages, namely, preparation, incubation, illumination, and verification. 
Students’ ability in creative thinking to solve mathematical problems in each stage has different attainments 
for each students’ ability level, namely, high, low and moderate. At the preparation stage, students with high 
ability had been able to identify and choose information that will be used properly; those with low ability need 
stimulants in the form of questions. 

At the incubation stage, students with high ability changed into being silent and thought how to solve the 
problems, those with moderate ability became silent and knew by heart how to solve the problems, while those 
with low ability were able to memorize patterns to solve the problems although they sometimes were hesitant. 
At the illumination stage, students with high ability were able to continue ideas that had been discovered 
before, those with moderate ability merely focused their attention on relevant information but did not exploit 
other ideas, then those with low ability merely focused on solving problems using the ways that had been 
learned before.  

At the last stage namely verification, the students with high ability reviewed and tested their work before 
making conclusion, those with moderate ability merely reviewed their work, and those with low ability 
reviewed their work and made a lot of corrections in their last answer (Wulantina, 2015). 

The potencies will be realized if the mathematics learning is emphasized on the high-level thinking ability 
requiring students to manipulate information and ideas using certain techniques on the basis of the 
understanding of mathematical concepts that have been recognized (Daswa, 2013; Iskandar & Riyanti, 2015), 
providing them with new interpretation and implications. It is in line with the core competence that should 
be possessed by students in learning mathematics in Junior High School in terms of the knowledge aspect, 
namely understanding and applying factual, conceptual, procedural and metacognitive knowledge at the 
simple technical and specific level on the basis of their curiosity of science, technology, art, and culture 
accompanied with the insights of humanity, nationality, and statehood related to the real phenomena and 
events. 

Creative thinking ability in mathematics is an important component that should be possessed by students 
dealing with their sensitiveness to mathematical problems, therefore, they will be able to consider new 
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information and ideas that enable them to make relations with open mind in solving mathematical problems 
and daily problems encountered (Azhari, 2013; Cahyaningros, Sukestiyarno, & Sugianto, 2013).  

But in fact, a characteristic of mathematics learning in Indonesia at present is more focused on procedural 
ability, to solve routine problems, and still to give prominence the grade as the end result in learning. 
Conceptual ability is less developed, and freedom to think is still less appreciated. It may be seen from the fact 
that there are still many teachers who manage their class in conventional learning, one-way communication, 
and write students’ achievement without any narration showing their learning advancement stages as a 
whole. This condition is supported by the results of TIMMS survey (2015) showing that the creative thinking 
ability in learning mathematics among the second-grade students of Junior High School in Indonesia was still 
below the national average grade, even that in neighboring countries, ASEAN. 

On the basis of the descriptions above and of previous research results, the researchers were interested in 
understanding and analyzing the Junior High School Schools’ thinking ability in solving mathematical 
problems, especially arithmetical problems requiring creativity in solving them. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 
How creative thinking ability among the eight grade students of State Junior High School 11 Malang, 

Indonesia, in solving arithmetical problems? 

METHOD 

Approach and Type of Research 

This present research was made to analyze students’ creative thinking in solving arithmetical problems. 
Viewed from the type of data obtained, it is a qualitative research. Meanwhile the type of present research 
employed is descriptive in nature. Descriptive research is a research intended to describe the existing 
phenomena, either natural or man-made at present or in the past. The phenomena may be in the forms of 
activities, characteristics, changes, relations, similarities, and differences between one phenomenon and the 
other (Sukmadinata, 2011). In this present research, students’ creative thinking in solving arithmetical 
problems in State Junior High School 11 Malang, Indonesia would be described. 

Research Subject 

The subjects of this present research were students Grade 8 of State Junior High School 1 Malang, 
Indonesia. The subject consisted of 6 students, 2 students with high level ability in mathematics, using the 
initial S1 and S2, two students, moderate level ability in mathematics, using the initial S3 and S4, and 2 
students with low level ability in mathematics initialized as S5 and S6. The data employed to determine the 
level of the students’ ability in mathematics were the results of mid-term test in the even semester in the 
academic year of 2016-2017. 

Technique of Data Collection 

The instruments of the data collection were test and interviews. An essay test containing two contextual 
arithmetical problems adopted from the literacy problems in Programme Internationale for Student Assesment 
(PISA) was employed. PISA is used to assure the reliability and validity of the problems. The students were 
required to write their steps and solution alternatives in solving the problems. The results of this test were 
used as the basis for analyzing students’ critical thinking ability. Interviews were intended to complete the 
obtained data. The interviews were made with six students, who were chosen some times before the students 
finished doing the arithmetical problems given. 

Technique of Data Analysis 

The qualitative data analyzed in this present research were the results of students’ works in solving the 
arithmetical problems and the results of direct interviews with students after they finished their works. The 
questions in the qualitative interviews in general were unstructured and open ended in nature which are 
purposely made to elicit opinions or views from the respondents (Cresswell, 2010). The qualitative data would 
be used as the basis for the analyses of the students’ creative thinking in solving arithmetical problems. 
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In this present research, the results of the students’ work in solving arithmetical problems would be 
analyzed in terms of four creative thinking aspects: fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration. Miles and 
Huberman (1992) proposed that activities in analyzing qualitative data should be made interactively and 
proceeded continuously until the data were saturated. The data saturation is signed by no more information 
or no more data that may be obtained. Activities in this data analysis involved data reduction, data display, 
and verification. 

RESEARCH RESULTS 
This section shows the analysis of the creative thinking ability of the students with high, moderate and 

low level abilities in solving arithmetical problems. The analysis was based on four aspects namely fluency, 
flexibility, originality and elaboration. 

The Results of the Analysis of the Creative Thinking in Students with High Ability in 
Mathematics 

In this present research, each student worked on problems adopted from literacy problems in PISA, in the 
Indonesian version. The students were not given time limit in solving the two problems and were free to solve 
the problems using their own ways, and were suggested to use various ways to solve them. The period of time 
needed by the six students to finish the problems was different. Some times after the students finished doing 
the problems, interviews were made to complete the needed data. 

 From S1’s work result, the student could do the problem fluently since he was able to understand the 
problem and to determine the steps of the proper solution properly and solve it easily and correctly. During 
the interview, it turned out that he found another technique in solving it, but since it is too long, it is not 
written in the answer sheet. It can be seen from the following quotation of the interview: 

P1 01:  Did you have another technique?  
S1 01:  Yes mam, but too long. 
P1 02:  Can you write it? 
S1 02:  Yes mam! 
The analysis of the work result of S2 is presented in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 1. S1’s Work Result 

 
Figure 2. S2’s Work Result 
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From the S2’s work result, it is known that the student was able to solve the problem easily. The choice of 
technique employed was to form an arrangement tower 1 and tower 2 into a two-variable linear equation 
system, giving a sign X for the hexagon, and y for the rectangular. Then he solved it using elimination and 
solve it correctly. 

The following is another technique written by the student to do the second problem. 

 Aspect of flexibility may be seen from the student’s ability in finding two techniques in solving the given 
problem. The second technique is different from the first, although the strategy is the same, namely using a 
two-variable linear equation variable. The technique chosen to solve the problem is the substitution. At first, 
the student had difficulty when he changed the value x from the second equation since the value x is fraction. 
Then the student chosen to substitute the value x from the first equation which is easier. The x was then 
substituted into the first equation, which certainly the result is not correct as expected. He realized his 
mistake, and substituted the value x in the second equation so that the result was obtained. The value y was 
used to determine the value x, then the values x and y were used to determine the shortest tower height that 
had been written in the linear equation with x and y as the variables. 

From the steps the students made use of in solving the problem using the first and the second techniques, 
it is clear that the steps are systematic and detailed. Accuracy may also be seen in each stage taken by S2, 
which is the ordinary technique employed by students. Therefore, no novelty element is found in the solution 
of the problem. 

The Result of the Analysis of Creative Thinking of the Students with Moderate Ability in 
Mathematics 

The following is presented the results of the analysis of the works of the students with low ability in 
mathematics in solving arithmetical problems. The result of the analysis for the first problem is as follows: 

 
Figure 3. S2’s Another Work Result 
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On the basis of the S3’ work result for the first problem, the student seems not to do it smoothly. He was 
less careful in understanding the problem although he had written anything, what is known and asked in the 
problem. He was difficult in using the comparison for each money shards of hundreds of thousands and fifties 
thousands, although he had tried it. It is seen from what he has written and crossed out. At last he finished 
doing the problem without calculating the comparison between money shards of hundreds of thousands and 
fifties thousands. He merely paid attention to the nominal sum of money, namely three millions rupiah as 
mentioned in the problem. 

 The following is presented the quotation from the interviews with S3 
P3 01:  How did you finish doing this first problem? 
S3 01:  .... The answer is that one hundred thousand taken is 10 pieces or one million. 
Five thousand taken is 40 pieces or two million. So the money brought by Ariel is 50 pieces. 
P3 02:  Why did you take one hundred, 10 pieces and fifty thousand, 40 pieces, what is you  reason?  
S3 02:  By the comparison of 3:4.  
P3 03:  3:4? So you got this result? 
S3 03:  Yes 
Students’ incompleteness in solving the problem may give impacts on strategies and steps used to solve 

the problem. The students merely guessed that if the money in the form of faction of one hundreds is taken 
10, the money shards of fifties thousands taken should be 40 to fulfill the nominal value that is asked, namely 
three millions. He did not involve a comparison between the sum of money shards of one hundreds thousands 
and fifties thousands. During the interview, the student did not realize his mistake, therefore, the flexibility 
aspect is not met. 

It is also the case for the elaboration aspect which is not paid attention at all. Less careful in understanding 
the problem and also in arranging the steps of solution made the solution is not arranged systematically and 
in detail. It seems that the student merely focused on the nominal sum of money taken and did not pay 
attention to another requirement namely comparing the number of pieces of hundreds and fifties thousands. 
As a result, the solution is not correct and the novelty in its thought is invisible. S4’s work result is presented 
in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 4. The S3’s Work Result 
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On the basis of the S4’s work result of the first problem, the student could work on the problem fluently 
although at first he had some difficulties. At first, he tried to multiply each comparison number with six and 
then checked the result. During the checking, the calculation was incorrect, but at last he could solve the 
problem correctly. 

According to the interview, he got confused with the determination of what step to take to solve the 
problem. The following is the citation of the interview with him supporting the statement. 

P4 01:  How did you solve the first problem? 
S4 01:  First I tried it with comparison mam, but I can’t got it. I was confused with other  ways, yeah… 

I tried and tried to multiply with 6, the result is then three millions.  Luckily, I found it, 
three to four if equally multiplied with 6 equals with 18 to 24…. 

P4 02:  Now there are some crosses, why? 
S4 02:  Yeah, I was wrong to write the sign + and its line in the addition.  
(The students did not realize that actually the mistake is in the calculation) 

The Results of the Analysis of the Creative Thinking of the Student with Low Ability in 
Mathematics 

On the basis of the S5’s work result for the first problem, the student did not understand the problem in 
question so that he could not solve the problem fluently and did not give the correct answer. He merely took 
some pieces of money shards of hundreds thousands from ATM 1 and the money shards of fifties thousands 
from ATM 2, then he added it up so that the result is three millions. The quotation of the following interview 
explains his way of thinking. 

P5 01:  Ok, now what you wrote here for ATM 1 is that you took 15 pieces and ATM2 30 pieces. Why did 
you take 15 and 30? 

S5 01:  To make it five hundred thousands. 
P5 02:  … how did you think it? 
S5 02:  Added it up. 
P5 03:  “Merely added it up, in your opinion is the addition correct?” 
S5 03:  Correct. 

 
Figure 5. S4’s Work Result  
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The strategy made by the student to solve the problem seems not to be in detail and systematic so that the 
elaboration aspect is not fulfilled. When the student took a number of pieces of money from ATM 1 and ATM2, 
he did not pay attention to the comparison made for the problem. It is shown in the interview, as shown below: 

P5 04:  Here, at the written problem, there is a comparison three to four 
 Didn’t you think it about? 
S5 04:  No. 
P5 05:  So, what is important is the nominal sum of money of three million? 
S5 05:  Yes, mam. 
The students merely took the money shards of 15 pieces of hundreds of thousands from ATM 1, and then 

multiplied it to find the nominal sum of the money. Then, he took the rest of the nominal sum of money that 
should be taken from ATM 2 containing the money shards of fifties thousands with the amount of 30 pieces. 
It is added up, and the result is three millions rupiahs, but it is not being asked for, but there is a requirement 
for the comparison of the number of money shards of hundreds and fifties thousands, namely 3:4. The student 
did not think it about when he worked on the problem. He merely used one way to solve the problem, so it 
means that the flexibility aspect in thinking is not fulfilled. The novelty aspect may also not emerge in the 
student’s work result. If it is a trial-and-error, it must be often made by other students in working on the type 
of problem.  

Then for the S6’s work results as presented in Figure 7, the student could not solve the problem correctly. 
He did not pay attention and did not involve the comparison of the number of the money shards of hundreds 
and fifties thousands that would be taken in solving the problem. He merely focused on the number of the 
nominal money taken, namely three million. He did not make any systematic and detailed steps and did not 
try to use another way in solving the problem. The result of the following interview represents the students’ 
way of thinking: 

P6 01:  How did you solve this first problem?  
S6 01:  The sum of money that should be taken is three millions, while the nominal money is hundreds and 

fifties thousands with the comparison of 3:4. So hundreds thousands is 20 pieces, so the result is 
two millions, from the comparison of 3:4. The fifties hundreds is 20 pieces, it is one million. So, the 
hundred thousand is two million and fifties thousands, one million. So the number of pieces of 
money ….” 

P6 02:  Did you consider the comparison of 3:4 that is known? 
S6 02:  Yes  
P6 03:  Did you have another way, beside this? 
S6 03: No. 

 
Figure 6. S5’s Work Result 
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From the results of the interviews and student’s work, it seems that the student has tried to understand, 
to make easy rules, and make steps in solving the problem. Although at first the student just guessed it, as 
shown by the crosses, but at last he found out the proper rules and could solve the problem correctly. 

DISCUSSION 
Creative thinking needs some sensitivity to the problem encountered, the consideration of the given 

information, making some relations, the determination of the steps of solution, and the application of 
imagination to raise different new ideas. When being given the non-routine arithmetical problems, the six 
research subjects gave different responses to the problem. Viewed from their ways of thinking, there is a 
similarity, they started working on the problem with understanding and describing it, making a plan of solving 
it based on their mathematical ability, and then they started to think about other alternatives to solve the 
problem. 

According to Siswono (2004), creative thinking in mathematics needs ability to solve any problem fluently, 
in detail, systematically, to give various and correct solutions, and to find out a solution which is 
“extraordinarily” made by the student at his level of knowledge. The student’s work result may be said to be 
extraordinary if it seems different and does not follow a certain pattern. 

This research result is in line with that made by Anwar, et al (20120 stating that there is a significant 
correlation between students’ creative thinking and their learning achievement. This research is also 
supported by Saragih and Napitupulu’s (2015) research that students’ academic achievement may be predicted 
from their creativity ability. 

Creative thinking starts from the emergence of preliminary ideas after understanding a problem. The 
emergent ideas really determine the steps in solving the problem. In this present research, students with high 
ability in mathematics succeed in understanding problems, bringing up ideas, and making steps in solving the 
problem. They can solve problems fluently and systematically and also in a detailed, and structured manner, 
and they may use some strategies of solutions.  

Students with moderate ability in mathematics have some difficulties in understanding problems. They 
are rather difficult in raising ideas and making solutions in a detailed, structured and systematic manner 
especially the first problem, but they solved the second problem fluently.  

Students with low ability in mathematics seem to have some difficulties in understanding problems. Their 
ideas in making steps of the solution are trial-and-error in nature. They do not make use of clear rules and 
manners. They were also difficult in determining strategies of solving problems. 

The research result is in line with that of Siswono’s (2004) stating that the ability in synthesizing ideas, 
building ideas and then planning the application of ideas are different for each level of students’ ability.  

 
Figure 7. S6’s Work Result  
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CONCLUSION 
Dealing with the category of Subject S1 and S2, they did not have any difficulties in understanding the 

problems given. Their emergent preliminary ideas were proven by making steps of solving problems using 
their various strategies. They did not have much problems in solving the problems, they are fluent and careful 
in soling them where their steps and strategies are structured, detailed and systematic. The fluency, 
flexibility, and elaboration elements may be fulfilled, but no new strategies have arisen so the novelty element 
has not been met. The criterion of creative thinking reached by the students with high ability in mathematics 
is creative enough. 

Students with moderate ability in mathematics S3 and S4 were still difficult in understanding the 
problems given so that the steps of the solution are less structured, less detailed and less systematic, especially 
for the first problem. When solving the problem, the students were less careful in their calculations, and the 
strategies they employed were also trial-and-error in nature. Although the trial-and-error is allowed in solving 
a problem, but it reflects the ideas in students’ thought. The fluency and elaboration elements are fulfilled, 
but the flexibility and originality in the problem solving have not appeared yet. The criterion of creative 
thinking reached by the students with low ability in mathematics is less creative. 

Students with low ability in mathematics namely S5 and S6 had difficulty in understanding the problems. 
Their ideas still tended to the trial-and-error fashion, were less structured, less systematic and less detailed 
so that in solving and making steps of the solution they still encountered many obstacles. The indicator of 
creative thinking has not emerged yet in the students with low ability in mathematics. The criterion of creative 
thinking reached by these students is not creative. 
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